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About FATA Research Centre:

 The FATA Research Centre (FRC) is a non-partisan, non-political and non-governmental 

research organization based in Islamabad. It is the first ever think-tank that specifically focuses on 

the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan in its entirety.The purpose of 

establishing the FRC is to create a better understanding about the conflict in FATA among the 

concerned stakeholders through undertaking independent, impartial and objective research and 

analysis. The FRC endeavors to create awareness among all segments of the Pakistani society and 

the government to jointly strive for a peaceful, tolerant and progressive FATA.

FATA Quarterly Security Report

 The FATA Quarterly Security Report reviews recent trends in conflict in FATA such as the 

number and type of terrorist attacks, tactics and strategies used by the terrorists and the resultant 

casualties. The objective of this security report is to outline and categorize all forms of violent 

extremism, role of terrorist groups and the scale of terrorist activities in the area. This report is the 

result of regular monitoring of terrorist and counter-terrorist activities by employing primary and 

secondary sources. FRC collects data from the field through its field researchers working in FATA, 

and also consults reliable secondary sources to ensure the quality and veracity of its research. 

However, it also faces certain limitations since the area under discussion is undergoing counter-

insurgency operations and imposition of curfews. Hence, terrorist and counter-terrorist attacks 

sometimes restrict the mobility of our field staff. Thus, the number of actual occurrences of violent 

acts may be greater than those being reported here.

Methodology

 The FRC research team collects information and data from both primary and secondary 

sources and presents its analysis on the security issues. FRC's internal database prepared through 

daily monitoring of more than a dozen English and Urdu newspapers, periodicals, magazines, 

monitoring and reviews of locally distributed literature in the area and data collected from political 

administration in FATA Agencies contributed to the compilation of this report. Additionally, an up-

to-date archive system at the FRC is consulted for authenticity and reference to important events and 

incidents. FRC correspondents, based in FATA, provide information and data verification from 

concerned political administration offices and locals of the area.
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Acronyms 
 

FATA  Federally Administered Tribal Areas  

FRC FATA Research Centre  

IED Improvised Explosive Devices 

ISPR Inter-Services Public Relations 

TTP-JuA Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan Jamaat-ul-Ahrar 

NAP National Action Plan 

NWA North Waziristan Agency  

SWA South Waziristan Agency  

TTP Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan 

CT Counter-Terrorism 

LeJ Lashkar-e-Jhangvi 

LeJA Lashkar-e-Jhangvi al-Almi 

VBIED Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device  

 

Glossary 

Terrorist Attacks Indiscriminate use of violence by local, non-local, and foreign 

terrorist outfits. 

Counter-Terrorist 

Attacks 

Large-scale military operations launched by security forces and 

para-military troops against terrorist in FATA in order to restore 

law and order and to establish the writ of state. 

Amn Lashkar (Urdu 

for Peace Militias) 

Volunteer tribal militias formed b y tribes, clans, and sub-clans 

living in FATA to aid the Pakistani government and security forces 

in their battle against terrorists of all shades. 
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Introduction

Security Overview of FATA Second Quarter, 2017

 The security situation in FATA remained volatile during the second quarter (April-June) of 

2017. Although targeted and intelligence based operations (IBOs) continued  all over FATA, 

terrorist belonging to the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), TTP-Jamat-ul-Ahrar (TTP-JuA), 

Islamic State of Khorasan (IS-K), Laskhar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) were able to carry out terrorist attacks 

from April to June of current year. However, the ratio of counter terrorism (CT) operations remained 

higher as compared to the terrorist attacks from April to July 2017. The following graph gives a bird 

eye view of the nature of incidents during this quarter in entire FATA: 

 A total of 100 violent incidents - both terrorism and counter terrorism - were reported during 

the second quarter of this year, compared to 

119 violent incidents in the first quarter of 

this year. This shows a slight decline of 19 

percent in violent incidents during the 

second quarter. However, if we compare the 

second quarter of 2017 with that of 2016, we 

find a remarkable increase of 180 percent in 

terror incidents during the second quarter of 

2017, since only 35 violent incidents were 

recorded in the second quarter of  2016.

Chapter 1
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 From April-June 2017, a total of 37 terrorist attacks were carried out by terrorist outfits 

across FATA. Of these, 18 terrorist attacks 

(49 percent) targeted the security forces 

while 15 attacks (40 percent) were directed 

against civilians. Three terrorist attacks (8 

percent) targeted members of Amn Lashkar 

(Peace militia or Peace Committee). Only 

one incident of infighting between terrorist 

groups was also report during the second 

quarter of 2017.  

Similarly, 70 civilians were killed while 134 were injured in terrorist attacks during the second 

quarter. This is almost similar to the first quarter of 2017 in which 72 people were killed and 164 were 

injured. A bulk of civilian casualties during the second quarter is attributed to a twin suicide attack in 

a market in Parachinar, headquarters of the Kurram Agency, on 24 June 2017, in which 45 people 

were killed and more than 100 were injured. Early, on 25 April 2017, 14 people lost their lives when a 

passenger vehicle hit a roadside improvised explosive device (IED) in Gudar area of the Kurram 

Agency. The IS-K and TTP-JA claimed responsibility for the two terrorist attacks.

 On the other hand, Pakistani security 

forces conducted 61 CT, compared to the 

first quarter of 2017, in which 60 CT 

operations were conducted. The three aerial 

strikes were carried out in the Khyber 

agency, while US military carried out three 

drone strikes against terrorists in Orakzai 

and North Waziristan Agency. In one such 

drone strike, 12 terrorists including a key 

commander of the infamous Haqqani 

Network were killed by the US military.   

The Khyber Agency remained the prime focus of these CT operations. Out of 61 CT operations, 19 

1
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intelligence based operations (IBOs) and three aerial strikes were carried out in the Khyber Agency. 

The Rajgal area of the Tirah valley continues to host terrorists of all shades, and remained the most 

disturbed area of the Agency. 

 The violent incidents both terrorist and counter-terrorist, resulted in a total of 309 casualties 

– 110 killed and 197 injured – across FATA. There is a marked decrease in overall casualties when 

compared with the first quarter of 2017 since 491 casualties were reported during the first quarter. 

Following graphs provide an overview of these casualties.

 The graph illustrates that civilians 

remained the main target of terrorist 

organization during the second quarter 

(April-June 2017). Most of the civilian 

casualties were reported from the Kurram 

Agency where 59 civilians were killed 

while 110 others were injured. The 

incremental increase in civilian casualties

during the second quarter (April-June 2017) as compared to the same period in 2016 was due to the 

two high profile terrorist attacks in Kurram Agency. Similarly, 54 terrorists were killed which forms 

17 percent of the overall casualties. The security forces suffered 33 casualties (14 killings and 19 

injuries) during the second quarter. On three occasions, terrorist also targeted members of Amn 

Lashkar in the Khyber Agency. These incidents resulted in 18 casualties (six killings & 18 injuries). 

 A breakdown of the terrorist attacks 

illustrates that IEDs remained the most 

preferred tactic of terrorists during the 

second quarter of 2017. Of the total terrorist 

incidents, 16 (43%) were IED attacks and 

nine (24 %) ambushes. On six occasions 

terrorists used cross border attack to target 

civilians and security forces which

accounted for 16 percent of the total terrorist attacks.  Four incidents of target killing and

two suicide attacks are also reported during the second quarter of 2017. 
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Quarterly Comparison

 The comparative analysis of the second quarter (April-June) 2017 and first quarter 

(January-March) of 201 illustrates that violent incidents, both terrorism and CT have witnessed a

downward trend during the outgoing 

quarter. A slight decline of 19 percent was 

witnessed in overall violent incidents across 

FATA during the second quarter (April-

June) 2017, as compared to first quarter 

(January-March) 2017. The graph illustrates 

that during second quarter of 2017, 100 

violent incidents took place in comparison 

to 119 such incidents in the preceding

quarter; marking a decline of 19 percent in violent incidents, both terrorism and counter terrorism 

across FATA. A further break down of the violent incidents shows a decline of 35 percent in terrorism 

incidents during the second quarter (April-June) 2017 as compared to the previous quarter (January 

to March) 2017. 

 On the other hand, the comparative analysis of the second quarters of 2016 and 2017 

highlights that the latter witnessed a rise of 

185 percent in overall violent incidents, 

both terrorism and counter terrorism in 

FATA. In terms of terrorism incidents, a 

significant increase of 37 percent was 

recorded compared to the same period in the 

preceding year. The following graph 

illustrates the comparative picture of first 

quarters of 2016 and 2017 respectively. 
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Chapter 2

Agency wise Security Overview Second Quarter 2017

Bajaur Agency

 During the second quarter (April-June) 2017, the security situation in Bajaur Agency 

remained volatile. In total 12 violent incidents, both terrorism and counter terrorism were recorded 

in the agency. Out of these, three were terrorist attacks while nine were CT incidents. The table given 

below gives an account of the overall violent incidents in Bajaur Agency during from April-June 

2017.

 The terrorist attacks caused 10 casualties (two killings and eight injuries) in total. The 

casualties were of civilians. The table below gives an account of casualties in Bajaur Agency during 

the second quarter of 2017.

Security Situa�on in Bajaur Agency

Second Quarter 2017

 

Nature of A�acks

 

Incidents

 

Killings

 

Injuries

 

Terrorist A�acks

 

on Civilians

 

3

 

2

 

8

 

on Military 

 

0

 

0

 

0

 

on Peace Lashkar

 

0

 

0

 

0

 

Clashes Between Militant Groups 

 
0

 
0

 
0

 

Military Opera�on 
 

Search Opera�ons
 

9 0 0  

Aerial Strikes 0 0 0  
Ar�llery Shelling

 
0

 
0

 
0

 
Curfews

 

0

 

0

 

0

 Drones A�acks 

 

0

 

0

 

0

 
Lashkar Opera�ons

 

0

 

0

 

0

 
TOTAL 12 2 8

Casualty Types Bajaur Agency 

 Second Quarter  2017

 

Killed Injured

Militants 

 

0 0

Civilians 

 

2 8

Security Forces 0 0

Peace Forces /AmanLashkar 0 0

Total 2 8

Total Casualties 10
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 During the second quarter (April-June) of 2017, the most affected areas included Khar, and 

Mamond tehsils of the Agency. Terrorists associated with the TTP and TTP-JuA, which are currently 

based in adjoining Kunar province of Afghanistan, are behind the terrorist attacks in the Bajaur. 

During the second quarter (April-June 2017) the terrorists targeted civilians via IED planted along 

the roadside in Khar and Mamond tehsil of the agency.To combat terrorism incidents, the security 

forces conducted nine search operations in Mamond and Khar tehsils of the agency and confiscated 

huge cache of arms and ammunition. 

 Bajaur Agency witnessed a significant 

decline of 133 percent in violent incidents 

during the second quarter (April-June) 2017 

as compared to the first quarter (January to 

March) 2017. Likewise, with reference to 

casualties, a decline of 220 percent was 

observed during this quarter as compare to 

t h e  p r e c e d i n g  o n e . 

 However, as compared to second quarter of 2016, Bajaur Agency witnessed an upward trend 

of a 100 percent in violent incidents during 

the second quarter of 2017. Likewise, the 

number of casualties remained unchanged 

during second quarter of 2017, compared to 

second quarter of 2016. During second 

quarter 2016, 10 casualties (six killings and 

four injured) were recorded in six violent 

incidents that took place in the agency.

Similarly, during the second quarter of 2017, ten casualties (two killing and eight injuries) were

recorded across the agency.

the   preceding   one.
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Mohmand Agency

 The security situation in Mohmand Agency remained tense during the first quarter of 2017. 

In total, seven incidents of terrorism and CT were recorded across the agency, marking a decline of 

71 percent decline in violent incidents as compared to the preceding quarter of 2017. The table below 

provides the nature of attacks that took place in the agency from April to June 2017

 According to the above table the terrorists carried out four attacks during this quarter, out of 

which three were carried out against the security personnel, while civilians were targeted on one 

occasion. To combat the terrorist threat on three occasions targeted and intelligence based operations 

were carried out in the agency during the outgoing quarter of 2017.

Overall 16 casualties (3 killed and 13 injured) were recorded in seven terrorism and counter 

terrorism incidents during the outgoing quarter of 2017.

Security Situa�on in Mohmand Agency 

Second Quarter 2017 
Nature of A�acks

 

Incidents

 

Killings

 

Injuries

 Terrorist A�acks

 

on Civilians

 

1

   

11

 on Military 

 

3

 

3

 

2

 
on Peace

 

Lashkar

       

Clashes Between Militant Groups 

       

Military Opera�on 

 

Search Opera�ons

 

2

   

0

 

Aerial Strikes

       

Ar�llery Shelling

       

Curfews

 

1

     

Drones A�acks 

       

Lashkar Opera�ons

TOTAL 7 3 13

Casualty

 

Types Mohmand Agency 

 

Second

 

Quarter  2017

 Killed

 

Injured

 

Militants 

 
2

  
0

 

Civilians 
   

11
 

Security Forces  1 2 

Peace Forces/ AmanLashkar
     

Total
 

3

 
13

 
Total Casualties 16

0 0 0

000

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

0 0
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 The Shani Khel area of Haleemzai tehsil and Ghalanai, the headquarters of Mohmand 

Agency, remained the most disturbed area of the agency during the second quarter (April-June 

2017). Terrorists belonging to TTP currently based in Afghanistan carried out terrorist attacks in the 

agency through cross border attacks and at times infiltrating into the agency with the help of local 

sympathizers. On June 17, 2017 terrorists belong to TTP ambushed a security check-post in the 

border area of the agency. Security forces successfully repulsed the attack inflicting heavy casualties 

on them.

 To combat the terrorist threat in the area two search operations during the second quarter of 

2017. As part of security measures the political administration also imposed curfew in all parts of the 

district Mohmand except Prang Ghar tehsil after two mortar-shells and a missile fired from unknown 

location by some miscreants landed at Government College of Management Sciences Ghalanai near 

the agency headquarters Ghalanai. 

 During the second quarter of 2017, 

Mohmand Agency witnessed a downward 

trend of 71 percent in violent incidents in 

comparison to the last quarter, i.e., April-

June 2017. Similarly, with reference to 

casualties, an incremental decline of 312 

percent was witnessed during the second 

quarter of 2017 as compared to the

preceding quarter of 2017.  

 The agency also witnessed 46 percent 

decrease in terrorist attacks during second 

quarter of April to June 2017 as compared to 

second quarter of 2016. Likewise, a 46 

percent decrease in casualty rate recorded 

during this quarter as compared to the 

similar period in 2016. 
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Khyber Agency

 The security situation in Khyber agency remained disturbed during the second quarter of 

2017 compared to the same period in 2016. In total, 34 incidents, both of terrorism and CT were 

reported in the agency, making a decline of 19 percent in violence incidents as compared to the 

preceding quarter of 2017. The table below illustrates the nature of violent incidents that took 

place in Khyber Agency.

 According to the above table, of the total 35 violent incidents, 11 were terrorist attacks on 

civilians and security forces while 23 were CT actions. These terrorist incidents resulted in 48 

casualties (27 killings and 21 injuries). The table below gives a detail account of the nature of 

casualties in Khyber agency during the second quarter of 2017.

Security Situa�on in Khyber Agency 

Second
 
Quarter 2017

 
Nature of A�acks

 

Incidents

 

Killings

 

Injuries

 Terrorist A�acks

 

on Civilians

 

5

 

8

 

4

 on Military 

 

5

 

3

 

2

 
on Peace Lashkar

       
Clashes Between Militant Groups 

 

1

 

3

 

8

 

Military Opera�on 

 

Search Opera�ons

 

19

     

Aerial Strikes

 

3

 

13

 

7

 

Ar�llery Shelling

       

Curfews 1

Drones A�acks 

Lashkar Opera�ons

TOTAL 34 27 21

Casualty Types Khyber Agency 

 

Second Quarter  2016

 
Killed

 

Injured

 

Militants 

 

13

 

7

 

Civilians 

 

1

 

1

 

Security Forces 

 
3

 
1

 

Peace Forces/ AmanLashkar
 

10
 

12
 

Total
 

27
 

21
 

Total Casualties  48 

 

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

00

000

0 0 0
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 The most disturbed areas of the agency included Rajgal, Nare Baba and Maidanof Tirah 

Valley, Torkham Bazaar, Bacha Mena Kalli, Jamrud, Zakakhel, Kamberkheland Shekhan Pulareas 

in Bara and Landikotal. Terrorist via ambushes, IED attacks and target killing on ten occasions 

targeted civilians and security forces in Tirah, Bara, Landikotal and Jamrud tehsils of the agency. On 

May 03, 2017, two personal of security forces were killed when terrorist ambushed a security check 

post in Maidan area of Tirah valley. Similarly, from April to June 2017, four people were killed in 

target killing incidents in Sur Kamar and Malakabadareas of Jamrud tehsil of the agency.On two 

occasions terrorist also targeted member of Amn Lashkars (Peace Militia) in which 10 people were 

killed while 12 others were injured. On 29 May 2017, a member of Aman Lashkar was killed while 

several others were injured when a road-side IED hit their vehicle in Nar-e-Baba area of Tirah valley. 

 

 To combat the terrorists attacked security personnel conducted 22 CT operations in Khyber 

which include three aerial strikes that were carried out in Rajgal area of the Tirah valley. According 

to the Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR), official mouthpiece of the Pakistan Armed Forces, 

several hideouts of terrorist were destroyed in aerial strike conducted in Rajgal area of Tirah valley. 

The presence of terrorist hideouts signifies that terrorist networks are still present in Rajgal area of 

the agency. 

 During second quarter 2017, a slight 

decline of 19 percent in violent incidents 

was observed in Khyber Agency as 

compared to the previous quarter. During 

first quarter 2017, 42 incidents of terrorism 

and counter-terrorism were recorded, while 

during second quarter 2017, 34 such 

incidents were reported. Moreover, the 

casualty index witnessed a significant

decline of to 148 percent during this quarter.
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 However, the violent incidents during second quarter of 2017 witnessed an upward trend of 

385 percent as compared to second quarter 

of 2016. 

Likewise, the casualty index also increased 

by 92 percent during second quarter of 2017 

as compared to the similar time period in 

2016.

Kurram Agency

 The security situation in Kurram Agency remained tense during this quarter. Kurram is 

considered to be one of the most sensitive agencies in FATA due to its sectarian history as well as its 

contiguity with Afghanistan's volatile provinces of southeast, namely Paktia, Paktika and Khost. In 

total, 20 violent incidents, both of terrorism and counter-terrorism, were recorded in the agency, 

marking an increase of 25 percent. The table below illustrates the nature of incidents that took place 

in Kurram Agency.

Security Situation in Kurram Agency

 

                                                    

Second

 

Quarter 2017

 

Nature of Attacks
 

Incidents
 

Killings
 

Injuries
 

Terrorist Attacks  on Civilians 5 56 110 

on Military 
 

7
 

15
 

11
 

on Peace Lashkar

  

0

  

0

  

0

 
Clashes Between Militant Groups 

  

0

  

0

  

0

 Military Operation 

 

Search Operations

 

8

  

0

  

0

 
Aerial Strikes

  

0

  

0

  

0

 

Artillery Shelling

  

0

  

0

  

0

 

Curfews

  

0

  

0

  

0

 

Drones Attacks 

  

0

  

0

  

0

 

Lashkar Operations 0 0 0

TOTAL 20 71 121
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 In total, the violent incidents caused 192 casualties (71 killings and 121 injuries) across the 

agency during the second quarter (April-June) 2017. To combat the rising tide of terrorism related 

incidents, eight targeted and intelligence based operations were conducted in different areas of the 

agency. The table below gives detail of the nature of casualties in Kurram agency during the second 

quarter of 2017.

 During this quarter, Gwanda, KhwanaKandao and Katwao areas in lower Kurram, kalachi 

areGudar, Punjabi Bazaar and Hazara Colony in Pachinar,Mundan, Yakha, ChormiDara areas of 

central Kurram remained the most disturbed areas of the agency. 

 IS-K, TTP-Jamat-ul-Ahrar (JuA), TTP, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi-Almi on 12 occasions carried out 

terrorist attacks against civilians and security forces during the second quarter of 2017. On 7 April 

2017, the political administration and security agencies issued a ̀ red alert` and beefed up security in 

the agency after receiving reports that suicide bombers and fighters of the militant Islamic State 

group had sneaked into Kurram Agency from across the Afghan border. Later on 24 June 2017, the 

same group claimed responsibility for a high profile attack in Parachinar in which 45 people belong 

to shia community were killed while 110 others were injured; illustrating the heightened sectarian 

strains in the agency. In another such attack, terrorist in an IED attack killed 14 civilian in Gudar area 

of Kurram Central Kurram Agency. 

 Moreover, terrorists attacked security forces while employing IEDs and ambushes tactics. 

On 17 June 2017, an unspecified number of heavily-armed terrorists from the outlawed TTP sneaked 

into Kurram Agency from neighbouring Afghanistan and attacked the Bezo border post of the 

paramilitary Thall Scouts. The paramilitary troops manning the post successfully fought off the 

attack, killing four attackers – including a key commander of the TTP, Saifullah aka Gilamand. Two 

days later on 19 June 2017, terrorist based in Afghanistan once again targeted Bezo, Khwana Kandao 

Casualty Types Kurram Agency 

 

Second Quarter  2017
 Killed

 

Injured

 

Militants  9   

Civilians 
 

56
 

110
 

Security Forces 
 

6
 

11
 

Peace Forces/ AmanLashkar

 

0

   

0

 
Total

 

71

 

121

 Total Casualties 192
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and Katwao check posts with modern and heavy weapons. However, prompt retaliation from the 

security forces compelled the attackers to retreat.

 In order to curb the growing terrorist activities, security forces carried out eight IBOs during 

the second quarter of 2017 inthe Kurram Agency. Beside, IBOs, senior security officials on 29 April 

2017 convened a jirga of Turi and Bangash tribes in the agency headquarters of Kurram Agency and 

directed them to take 'extreme vigilance' to prevent terrorist attack in the area. Moreover, the local 

administration claims the army will establish 24 new checkpoints around Parachinar. Several check 

posts already exist. The close-circuit TV cameras have been installed at all sensitive locations in the 

town.

 During the second quarter of 2017, a 

rise of 25 percent was observed, compared 

to the previous quarter of 2017. During first 

quarter of2017, 212 casualties (69 killings 

and 143 injuries) were recorded, while 

during the second quarter (April-June) of 

2017, 192 casualties (71 killings and

121injuries) were reported.

 

 Wowever, an incremental increase of 400 percent was observed in the violent incidents in the 

second quarter of 2017 compared to the 

same quarter in 2016. The the causality 

index also wtineesed a significant increased 

to 152 percent during second quarter 2017 

as compared to the similar period in 2016. 
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Orakzai Agency

 Orakzai Agency with exception to one terrorism incidents largely remained peaceful during 

second quarter (April-June) 2017. The table below provides an overview of the nature of incidents 

and resultant casualties that took place in Orakzai Agency.

 In total, five violent incidents, both terrorism and counter-terrorism resulted in five casualties 

(two killings and three injuries) across the agency duringsecond quarter (April-June) 2017. The 

table below illustrates the nature of casualties in Orakzai agency during second quarter of 2017.

Security Situa�on in Orakzai Agency 

Second Quarter 2017 

Nature of A�acks
 

Incidents
 

Killings
 

Injuries
 

Terrorist A�acks

 

on Civilians

 

1

   

3

 
on Military 

       on Peace Lashkar

       
Clashes Between Militant Groups 

       

Military Opera�on 

 

Search Opera�ons

 

3

 

0

   

0

 

Aerial Strikes

       

Ar�llery Shelling

       

Curfews

       

Drones A�acks 

 

1

 

2

   

Lashkar Opera�ons

TOTAL 5 2 3

Casualty Types Orakzai Agency  
 
Second Quarter  2016

 

 Killed Injured 

Militants 
 

2
 

0
  

Civilians 
  

0
 

3
 

Security Forces 

 
0

  
0

  
Peace Forces/ AmanLashkar

 

0

  

0

  
Total

 

2

 

3

 Total Casualties 

 

5

 

0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

0 00
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 O r a k z a i  A g e n c y  w i t n e s s e d  a 

significant decline of 360 % decline in 

casualty index during the second quarter 

(April-June) 2017, as compared to first 

quarter (January-March) 2017. In total 5 

casualties (two killings and three injuries) 

were recorded during the second quarter as 

compared to 23 casualties (13 Killings and

10 injuries) during the preceding quarter of 2017.

�

 C o n v e r s e l y,  O r a k z a i  A g e n c y 

witnessed an upward trend in violent 

incidents and resultant casualties during 

second quarter (January-March) 2017 as 

compared the same time period in 2016 

where no violent incident was recorded in 

the agency. 
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North Waziristan Agency

 North Waziristan Agency with exception to three terrorist attacks on security forces 

remained comparatively peaceful during the second quarter of 2017. In total, 12 violent incidents 

were reported during this quarter. The table below illustrates the nature of incidents that took place 

during second quarter of 2017 across the agency.

 The violent incidents in North Waziristan Agency caused 17 casualties during second quarter 

2017. The below table provides the casualty index of the agency for second quarter of 2017. 

Security Situa�on in NWA Agency 

Second Quarter 2017 

Nature of A�acks
 

Incidents
 

Killings
 

Injuries
 

Terrorist A�acks
 

on Civilians
       

on Military 
 

3
 

5
 

3
 

on Peace Lashkar

       
Clashes Between Militant Groups 

       Military Opera�on 

 

Search Opera�ons

 

7

     Aerial Strikes

       Ar�llery Shelling

       Curfews

       
Drones A�acks 

 

2

 

12

 

0

  
Lashkar Opera�ons

       
TOTAL 12 17 3

Casualty Types NWA Agency Second Quarter  2016 Killed Injured

Militants 

 

14

  

0

 

Civilians 

     

Security Forces 

 

3

 

3

 

Peace Forces/ AmanLashkar

     

Total

 
17

 
3

 

Total Casualties 
  

20
 

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0
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 During the second quarter (April-

June) 2017, an upward trend in violent 

incident and causality indexes was 

witnessed in NWA as compared to fourth 

quarter (October-December) 2017. During 

the outgoing quarter of 2017, 12 violent 

incidents were recorded as compared to six 

such incidents in the previous quarter. 

Similarly, the casualty index also witnessed

a slight increase of 6 % during this quarter as compared to the previous one. 

 A similar upward trend was also observed while comparing the incident and casualty indexes 

of second quarter (April-June) of 2016 and 

2017. The total incident index recoded 

during second quarter 2017 were 12 

compared to only three incidents in the same 

time period in 2016. On the other hand, the 

casualty index witnessed a slight increase as 

during second quarter 2016, 16 casualties 

(12 killings and for injuries) while during

second quarter of 2017, 20 casualties were recorded across NWA.
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South Waziristan Agency

The security situation in South Waziristan Agency (SWA) remained disturbed during the second 

quarter (April-June) 2017. The agency witnessed 12 violent incidents during this quarter, marking 

an increase of 20 percent. The below table provides an overview of violent incidents and the 

resultant casualties that took place during the second quarter across SWA.

 The violent incidents resulted in 16 casualties (13 killings and three injuries) during this 

quarter in SWA. Apart from the terrorists' maneuverings, security forces also carried out three search 

operations which resulted in the killings of five terrorists. 

Security Situa�on in SWA Agency
 

Second Quarter 2017 

Nature of A�acks
 

Incidents
 

Killings
 

Injuries
 

Terrorist A�acks
 

on Civilians
 

2
 

7
 

1
 

on Military 

 

2

 

4

 

2
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0

  

0

  

0

  Clashes Between Militant Groups 

  

0

  

0

 

0

  Military Opera�on 

 

Search Opera�ons

 

8

 

2

 

0

  
Aerial Strikes

 

0

   

0

 

0

  
Ar�llery Shelling

 

0

   

0

 

0

  

Curfews

 

0

   

0

 

0

  

Drones A�acks 

  

0

 

0

  

0

  

Lashkar Opera�ons

  

0

  

0

 

0

  

TOTAL 12 13 3

Casualty Types SWA Agency 

 

Second Quarter  2016
 Killed

 

Injured

 

Militants 
 

5
   

Civilians 
 

7
 

1
 

Security Forces  1 2 

Peace Forces/ AmanLashkar     

Total 13 3 

Total Casualties  16 
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 During second quarter (April-June) 2017, Maidankai, Pangi Parikhel, Kaniguram area in 

Ladha tehsil, and Wana tehsil remained the disturbed areas of the agency. On 25 April 2017, six 

children were killed when a toy bomb detonated in Speenmark village of the agency. On the other 

hand, the terrorists attacked security personnel while employing the IEDs and cross border attacks. 

On  May 2, 2017, , Three militants were killed as the security forces foiled cross border attacks on 

two check posts in South Waziristan Agency on Monday night.

 According to the ISPR, militants based in Afghanistan targeted two security check posts in 

South Waziristan. The security forces retaliated promptly and foiled the attacks. Three militants 

were killed and several injured in retaliatory firing of the security forces.

 During second quarter 2017, the 

incident index witnessed an upward trend as 

compared to the first quarter 2017.  The 

incident index rose to 20% during this 

quarter as compared to the previous one. 

Conversely, the casualty index observed an 

increase of 43 percent during the second 

quarter of 2017 as compared to preceding 

quarter. In total, 12 violent incidents caused 

16 casualties (13 killings and three injuries

during second quarter 2017, while ten such incidents resulted in 23 casualties (17 killings and six 

injuries) during the same time period in 2017.

 On the other hand, the incident and 

casualty indexes witnessed an incremental 

increase of 500 percent during second 

quarter 2017 as compared to the similar time 

period in 2016. 

 Similarly, the casualty index observed 

a significant increase of 43 percent during 

the second quarter of 2017 as compared to 

same period in 2016.
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Trends and Analysis

 FATA remained volatile during the second quarter (April-June) of 2017. In total 100 

violent incidents (37 terrorism and 63 counter terrorism) were recorded between April to June of 

the current year, marking a decline of 19 percent as compared to the preceding quarter of 2017.  

However, the comparative analysis of the second quarters of 2016 and 2017 highlights that the 

latter witnessed a rise of 185 percent in overall violent incidents, both terrorism and counter 

terrorism in FATA. The escalation in violent incidents signifies the growing operational capacity 

of terrorist groups after regrouping and re-establishing their networks in Nangarhar, Khost, 

Paktia, Paktika, Helmand, Qandahar, Nooristan and Kunar provinces of Afghanistan. 

 Although security forces claim to regain government writ in FATA by dismantling terrorist 

networks after the military operations Zarb-e-Azb, Khyber 1, 2 &3 and the ongoing military 

operation code named Rad-ul-Fasad, terrorist by forming new alliances and re-invigorating the old 

ones were managed to carry out high profile and coordinated terrorist attacks against security forces, 

civilians and member of Amn Lashkar from April to June 2017. Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, Islamic 

State of Khorasan (IS-K), Lask-e-JhangviAlmi and TTP-Jamat-ul-Ahrar remained the major actor 

of instability during the second quarter of 2017. On 37 occasions, the above mentioned terrorist 

groups through IED attacks, suicide attacks, ambushes, target killing, cross border attacks carried 

out violent attacks across the seven agencies of FATA. 

 Civilians remained the prime target of terrorist during the outgoing which resulted in 208 

casualties (Killing 74 and Injuries 134), accounting for 66 percent of the overall casualties during the 

second quarter (April-June) 2017. Although terrorists targeted civilians in all the seven agencies of 

FATA, Kurram and Khyber Agencies which border Nangarhar, the volatile province of Afghanistan, 

remained the most vulnerable to terrorist attacks. From April to June of the current year, 169 civilian 

casualties (59 killings and 110 Injuries) were recorded from Kurram agency, accounting for almost 

80 percent of the overall civilian casualties. On April 25, 2017, at least 14 people were killed and 4 

others were injured when a passenger vehicle struck a roadside bomb in Gudar area of Central 

Kurram Agency. Similarly, in another high profile and coordinated attack, 45 people were killed and 

more than 100 others were injured when two suicide blasts ripped through busy market in Parachinar 
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city of Kurram Agency. Islamic State of Khorasan and TTP-Jamat-ul-Ahrar claimed responsibility 

for the attacks.

 Khyber Agency remained second in terms of civilian casualties in which five terrorist attacks 

resulted in 12 civilian casualties (8 killings and 4 injuries) while South Waziristan, Mohmand, 

Bajaur, Orakzai Agency follow the list. No terrorist attack on civilians was recorded from North 

Waziristan Agency, which is indicative of the effectiveness of military operation “Zarb-e-Azb” in 

countering terrorist ability to carry out terrorist activities in Agency.

 On the other hand, 14 personal of security forces were killed while 19 others were injured in 

18 terrorist attacks aimed at security forces. Member of Aman lashkars were also targeted on three 

occasions – all the three incidents took place in Khyber Agency. These incidents signify the growing 

presence and operational capacity of terrorist across FATA. Rajgal area in Tirah Valley of Khyber 

Agency, in particular remained the most volatile area during the outgoing quarter (April-June) of the 

current year where terrorist networks are still intact.

 In the backdrop of resurgence of terrorist activities, security forces as a part of the ongoing 

military operation Rad-ul-Fasad stepped up counter terrorism operations FATA region. In total 60 

counter terrorism operations (55 search operations, three aerial strikes and two curfews) were 

carried out in all the seven agencies of FATA, which accounted for 60 percent of the overall violent 

incidents during the first quarter of 2017. In these counter terrorism offenses security forces claimed 

to have killed 47 terrorist and destroyed several hideouts of terrorist belonging to Tehreek-e-Taliban 

Pakistan and TTP-Jamat-ul-Ahrar, particularly in Khyber, Kurram and North Waziristan Agencies. 

The high number of militant casualties on one hand signifies the effectiveness of counter terrorism 

operations while on the other hand it is indicative of presence of terrorist's sleeping cells and hideout 

across FATA. 

 The presence of sleeping cells and training camps is also obvious from the growing number 

of high profile and coordinated attacks across FATA. Given their near simultaneous occurrence and 

geographical spread it is clear that a lot of planning and coordination went into them. These sleeping 

sells and training camps provide logistic support to terrorist groups currently based in Nangarhar, 

Khost, Paktika, Paktia, Helmand, Qandahar and Kunar provinces of Afghanistan to carry out 

terrorist incidents inside Pakistan. 
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 Although government officials and security forces claim that military operation is going on 

against all forms of terrorist, both local and foreign; some of the pro-government terrorist groups 

with full impunity are operating in different agencies of FATA. In South Waziristan Agency, Wazir 

Taliban, a pro-government terrorist group operates freely in Wana tehsil of the agency. On May 23, 

2017, members of the group abducted Aziz ullah, President of Awami National Party (ANP) from 

Wana tehsil.

 Similarly, several fighters of pro-government militia were killed, when a fierce armed clash 

took place between two factions of Tauheed-ul-Islam in Khyber Agency. Few days after the clash, on 

May 31, 2017, at least two fighters of Tauheed-ul-Islam, a pro-government terrorist group, were 

killed while two others were injured when Improvised Explosive Device hit their van in Nare Baba 

area of Tirah Valley in Khyber Agency. 

Reintegration of Ex-combatant

 To avoid the consequences of intensive military operations majority of the terrorist groups 

shifted to Afghanistan while others were either killed or surrendered to Pakistan Army. According to 

FATA Research Centre data base on terrorism, around five important commanders of Shehryar group 

of Mahsud Taliban of TTP along with 700 fighters surrendered to Pakistan Army since 2016. In April 

05, 2017, eight hard-core terrorist belonging to Jamat-ul-Ahrar laid down their arms and surrendered 

to Pakistan Army in Boeideh areas of Mohmand Agency. Similarly, EhsanUllahEhsan, the 

spokesperson of TTP-Jammat-ul-Ahrar also surrendered to Pakistan Army in the outgoing quarter of 

2017. 

 The surrender of these commanders along with their fighters is without any doubt an 

important achievement in countering the menace of terrorism and signifies the effectiveness of 

counter terrorism operations. However, there are serious questions marks on the model of re-

integration security forces are following to re-integrate them back into the society, as part of the 

unannounced policy of reintegration of ex-combatants. The unannounced policy of integration of 

terrorist was criticized by several senators during a meeting of the Senate's Standing Committee on 

Interior and Narcotics. Senator MaulanaSaleh Shah of JUI-F who belongs to South Waziristan 

Agency for instance said that rather than disarming, demobilizing and then re-integrating the 
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surrendered hardcore Taliban fighters, who previous fought the government and killed thousands of 

innocents civilians, are allowed to regroup and form pro-government militias. Like, the Wazir 

Taliban, wana based pro-government group, the surrendered terrorists, who previous fought the 

government and killed civilians, are now helping security forces and local administration in fighting 

anti-state elements in the area. 

 The approach is although effective in short run for it will encourage others members of 

Pakistani Taliban currently taking refuge in Afghanistan give up arms and surrendered to security 

forces. For instance, Ehsanullah Ehsan, the former spokesperson of TTP-Jammat-ul-Ahrar, who has 

recently surrendered to Pakistan Army, revealed that many fighters in Taliban ranks are willing to 

give up their arms and surrender to security forces. Similarly, the ISPR chief, during a press 

conference considered it as a major achievement and said it will help restoring the writ of state in 

FATA region as hardcore Taliban commanders have now realized that they are on the wrong side and 

surrendering to the security forces. This is indicative of the success of military operation in 

weakening the terrorist networks in FATA region. 

 However in long run this may not only lead to militarization of the society but will further 

fuel the existing level of militancy and extremism in the FATA region. Already, during the outgoing 

quarter (April-June) 2017, a number of terrorist incidents came to surface where these pro-

government militias were involved. For instance, On May 23, 2017, member of Wazir Taliban, a pro-

government militia, abducted Azizullah, President of Awami National Party (ANP) from Wana 

tehsil of South Waziristan Agency. In another such incident on May 28, 2017, two people were killed 

while one other was injured when fierce armed clash erupted between two rival factions of Tauheed-

ul-Islam, a pro-government militia in Zakakhel area of Khyber Agency. Following exchange of fire 

between two factions in the Tauheed-ul-Islam, the Ameer (leader) of the outfit was been replaced and 

Haji Baraat Khan was nominated as the new Ameer (leader) of the group. The incidents signify the 

growing threat these pro-government groups can pose to the already fragile state of security situation 

in the FATA region. 
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Fencing of Pak-Afghan Border

 The regrouping of Pakistani Taliban in Khost, Nangarhar, Paktia, Paktika, Helmand, 

Qandahar, Nooristan and Kunar provinces of Afghanistan poses serious threat to the peace and 

stability in Pakistan. Owing to the porous nature of the Pak-Afghan border, the Pakistani Taliban 

currently based in Afghanistan with help of local sympathizers have stepped up terrorist activities 

against civilians and security forces by infiltrating into the tribal areas and via cross border attacks 

during the second quarter (April-June) of 2017. On May 19, 2017, Lieutenant Colonel Haroon while 

briefing Peshawar-based journalists in Miramshah, blamed Afghan government for facilitating 

Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, Khan Said Group of Mahsud Taliban and Islamic State of Khorasan in 

establishing training camps in Parchow area in Nangarhar province of Afghanistan. From these 

training camps terrorist groups are able to plan and carry out terrorist activities inside Pakistan. Only 

during the second quarter (April to June) of 2017, terrorist based in Afghanistan carried out 6 cross 

border attacks in South Waziristan, Kurram and Khyber Agencies of the FATA region. 

 Besides, after regrouping inside Afghanistan, the Pakistani Taliban are also carrying out high 

profile and complex attacks by infiltrating inside Pakistan with the help of local sympathizers. For 

instance, on May 07, 2017, the political administration and security agencies issued a ̀ red alert` after 

receiving reports that suicide bombers and fighters of the militant Islamic State group had sneaked 

into Kurram Agency from across the Afghan border. A month later Islamic State of Khorasan, 

claimed responsibility for a high profile and complex suicide attack in Parchinar city of Kurram 

Agency in which 45 people were killed while more than hundred others were injured. Such incidents 

signify the growing threat of terrorist groups based in Afghanistan to the already fragile security 

situation in the FATA region.

 Therefore, to combat the growing threat terrorist groups based in Afghanistan, the fencing of 

2, 611 km long and porous border was started at the end of April 2017. This is a huge challenge for 

Pakistan as it requires enormous resources, manpower and above all the mutual consensus over 

terms of both neighboring countries. So far the government has allocated Rs12 billion for the fencing 

and border management of Pak-Afghan border. According to the ISPR the fencing will be done in 

phases and already in the first phase 50 of the 237 km long high infiltration zone in Bajaur, Mohmand 

and Khyber agencies has been completed while in the second phase, fencing of the remaining border 
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Agency Total Number of 

Displaced 

Families  

Number of IDP Families 

Returned  

Number of Families 

Remaining  

Khyber 

Agency
 

91, 689
 

85, 871
 

1,172
 

FR Tank
 

2, 228
 

2,013
 

215
 

South 

Wazirista

n Agency

 

 
71, 124

 

 
67685

 

 
3439

 

North 

Wazirista

n Agency

 

 105,676

 

 87,556

 

 18,120

 

Total 268, 489 243, 125 22,946
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areas in KP and Balochistan will be done. 

Besides fencing, Pakistan Army and Frontier Corps in KP were also constructing new forts and 

border posts to improve surveillance and defensibility. So far 43 border posts and forts have been 

constructed, whereas another 63 are under construction. The army plans to build another 338 border 

posts and forts by 2019.

Repatriation of IDPs

 Millions of people from the tribal areas of Pakistan were forcefully displaced due to ongoing 

military operations against terrorist. The table below gives a bird eye view of the current status of 

displaced person as on June 19, 2017. 

Source: FATA Disaster Management Authority.     h�p://www.fdma.gov.pk/

 The above table illustrates that of the total 268, 489 displaced families from FR Tank, 

Khyber, North and South Waziristan Agencies, 243, 125 families have been repatriated while 22, 
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946 families will be till November 2017.  According to FATA Disaster Management Authority 

(FDMA), the final phase of repatriation is going on will be completed towards the end of the current 

year. The government authorities are a part from compensation for fully and partially damage 

houses, is also providing Rs35, 000 /- cash and a six-month ration to every returning family.
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